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INTRODUCTION

The Department of History at the University of Kansas is training the next generation of academic and public historians, and provides its doctoral students with a foundation in geographic, methodological, and thematic research and teaching. Close collaborations among faculty and graduate students are a hallmark of graduate training at the University of Kansas, and mentorship and professional development are central to the graduate program in History.

The Department of History focuses primarily on doctoral training, and it offers MA and PhD degrees to students pursuing the PhD, as well as a select number of terminal Master’s degrees. The design of its program allows graduate students in History to cultivate breadth over several fields of study, as well as depth in a particular field. It provides a variety of graduate colloquia in which students may gain a critical understanding of existing literature and research seminars in which students are encouraged to develop their own academic trajectory. The Department, in concert with other units at the University, also provides a wide range of professional experiences outside of the established curriculum, which give students opportunities to enhance their knowledge, improve their skills, and prepare for a variety of careers. Most of all, graduate students learn to conduct independent research and to contribute to the creation of new historical understanding, first through research seminars, and later through the dissertation.

ADMISSION TO THE GRADUATE PROGRAM IN HISTORY

Undergraduate Prerequisites
Many students enter the graduate program at the University of Kansas after completing an undergraduate major in History. However, others have majored in related fields, such as International Studies or Women's Studies, or even in different disciplines. Normally, applicants are expected to have the equivalent of twenty credit hours of undergraduate History courses in order to demonstrate their interest and competence. Students who are applying in fields where the primary research language is not English must show sufficient capacity in the primary research language in their proposed field in order to demonstrate proficiency in their first year in Department's graduate program (see Foreign Language policy, pg. 7). They should contact the Director of Graduate Studies to discuss their options.

Because the number of applicants to the program far exceeds the number of spaces available, candidates are evaluated not only on their academic records, but also on their focus and purpose, as well as the suitability of their proposed directions of study to the expertise of Department faculty and the research facilities of the University of Kansas. Under Office of Graduate Studies rules, applicants must have a minimum undergraduate GPA of 3.0 on a 4-point scale in order to qualify for regular admission. Most successful applicants have undergraduate GPAs significantly above the minimum.

Application Instructions
Graduate applicants who seek to study at the University of Kansas are required to contact a prospective faculty advisor in advance. The establishment of a relationship in advance of applying permits students to refine their applications in order to reflect the strengths of the department, and these preliminary contacts with various members of the faculty give applicants a better sense of how they might fit into the program at KU. These interactions also provide an opportunity to discuss shared research interests, and for prospective students to inquire whether the faculty member is taking new students. The prospective faculty advisor will be able to more effectively advocate for the applicant’s candidacy based upon this correspondence.

Candidates requesting consideration for admission to the MA/PhD or PhD program in History must complete the online application through the KU Office of Graduate Studies (http://graduate.ku.edu). International or domestic applicants who are non-native speakers of English should carefully review Graduate Studies’ English Proficiency Requirements (http://graduate.ku.edu/english-proficiency-requirements). Please note that documents, including a writing sample and transcripts, should be uploaded to the application. Applicants should not send hard copies of application materials to the Department of History. When you submit your online application it is made available to the Department of History. The application deadline for domestic applicants is January 1. International applicants must submit their materials by December 15. Please schedule the GRE and TOEFL exams with these deadlines in mind—scores must be received by the application deadline.

Specify the track to which are applying: the MA/PhD or the PhD. In order to apply directly to the PhD program students are expected to have an MA degree in History or a related field.
Each candidate must submit a complete packet of application materials which includes:

- **Statement of Academic Objectives (three-page limit)**, including a clear plan for graduate research in a specific field of study. This statement should
  - Suggest a potential direction for dissertation research as concretely as possible, and
  - Identify specific chronological, geographical, and thematic areas of interest
- **Curriculum Vitae**
- **Writing Sample** that best represents your scholarly abilities. The Department is interested in reviewing the best crafted, most persuasively argued sample applicants are able to provide. Such papers are often derived from an upper-level undergraduate history class in which the student conducted independent research and employed both primary and secondary sources. Applicants with an MA in history should provide a writing sample taken from the MA thesis or a major paper written in a graduate seminar. (Firm page limit of twenty-five pages of analytical text, in addition to an appended bibliography)
- **GRE Scores**, conveyed from ETS to the University of Kansas (School Code 6871)
- **Official Transcript** from each institution that has granted you a degree, or at which you are currently enrolled
- **Three letters of recommendation** – The letters can be directly uploaded online directly by those who write the recommendations, or they can be mailed to the Department of History, ATTN: Graduate Program Administrator, Wescoe 3650, 1445 Jayhawk Boulevard, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045. A recommendation form for hard copy letters may be downloaded here.

For more information, please contact: Mary Strickell, Graduate Program Administrator at maryj@ku.edu or (785) 864-9438.

- **It is the applicant's responsibility to ensure the Office of Graduate Studies has received all materials by the deadline.**
- **The Department of History Graduate Office cannot process your application until all materials have been received.**
- **The Department of History does not review applications for completeness, so applicants should contact the Graduate Program Administrator in order to confirm receipt of all materials.**

Applicants who wish to be considered for funding through the Department of History should indicate their interest by checking the appropriate box on the online application. Insofar as Department resources allow, all students who are admitted for full-time study, except those who have secured external funding on their own, are provided with a Graduate Teaching Assistantship (GTA). International students whose native language is not English are eligible to hold a GTA appointment, provided they meet the University's and the Department's standards for written and spoken English.

Applicants who indicate that they are seeking Department funding will be considered automatically for nomination for University-wide fellowships and grants for entering graduate students. The Office of Graduate Studies offers a limited number of fellowships and supplemental scholarships for first-year students. Graduate students in African, East Asian, Latin American, and Russian/Eastern European history are strongly urged to apply simultaneously for Foreign Language and Area Studies (FLAS) fellowships from the appropriate KU Area Studies centers. FLAS fellowships provide recipients with tuition remission and a stipend while they pursue their degree program and enroll in formal language study.

The completed applications are provided to all members of the Department faculty, and members of the faculty recommend their preferred candidates to the Department of History’s Graduate Committee for evaluation. The Graduate Committee selects the best of the nominated candidates, ranking them according to their suitability for the program. The top candidates are then recommended to the Office of Graduate Studies for admission. Applicants who have been selected for admission to the graduate program are informed of the outcome of their applications by an emailed letter from the Department of History in February. In early March the Department of History hosts a recruitment event that introduces admitted students to the program and offers an opportunity to meet Departmental faculty and graduate students, as well as to explore the resources available through the University of Kansas.

Because admission to the University of Kansas is highly competitive, most applicants are not able to gain admission. However, the Department maintains a waiting list of alternates, and occasionally during the month of March we can admit additional students based upon the availability of funding. Students who are not offered admission to the program will receive an official email from the Office of Graduate Studies by the middle of April.
DEPARTMENTAL POLICIES AND DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

Program Supervision
The Graduate Committee is responsible for making decisions concerning the graduate program. The Graduate Committee determines admission to the program and recommends applicants for GTA appointments, develops program policies and structure, and authorizes exceptions to departmental rules. The Graduate Committee also selects graduate students to be recipients of Department honors and grants, and nominates candidates for College and Office of Graduate Studies prizes, grants, and fellowships. The Director of Graduate Studies supervises the graduate program day-to-day, and counsels students and faculty concerning its policies and procedures.

Graduate Program Requirements
The KU Office of Graduate Studies (http://graduate.ku.edu/) establishes requirements for all graduate programs at the University, including residency, enrollment, and time limits. Students should refer to the University Policies and Degree Requirements section (beginning on p. 11), and review the Office of Graduate Studies’ Policy Library (http://graduate.ku.edu/policies) for University-wide requirements. The Department observes those requirements and enacts specific requirements of its own. This Graduate Handbook summarizes Departmental requirements, and should be consulted regularly throughout the program of study.

History Graduate Student Organization (HGSO)
The History Graduate Student Organization (http://history.ku.edu/graduate-student-resources) is a student association recognized by the Department of History. All History graduate students are made members upon admission to the program. Members meet regularly during the academic year, and offer formal and informal mentoring, advice, professionalization opportunities, and social events. Further, HGSO serves as the voice of the graduate students to the faculty of the Department and in particular to the Director of Graduate Studies and the committees that guide graduate study. Officers are elected yearly through elections administered by the HGSO.

Advising
 Incoming graduate students select a primary faculty advisor when applying for admission to the PhD program. This advisor will act as the primary advocate for the student during the application process, and help to guide the student during the first year of study, and, in most cases, throughout the program of study. The advisor must hold dissertation faculty status and work in the student's area of geographical and thematic interest.

Advising relationships are designed to serve the academic needs of the student, and so it is understood that degree candidates may select a different advisor at any time in their graduate career if they choose. It is imperative that students maintain regular contact with their advisors, and that faculty are notified in a timely manner in the event that the committee composition changes.

APPROVAL FROM ALL MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE—POS WORKSHEET WILL BE CIRCULATED TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE.

During the second semester of graduate study students will select an advisory committee to guide their progress through the program. Students and their advisors will draft a plan for the subsequent three semesters of classes as well as recruit an additional two members of the faculty with whom the student plans to work closely. The student must consult with all members of the committee and confirm each professor’s willingness to serve as a member of the advisory committee. This advisory committee is expected to direct future coursework and lay the groundwork for the portfolio exam. Students will be expected to frame a program of study that includes at least two classes covering a second geographical area of study or two methods courses that will help to build a competency in a complementary discipline.

Each first-year student will submit their written plan, the Program of Study Worksheet (see appendix, page 28), to the Graduate Program Administrator by 15 March of the Spring semester, and circulate a copy of the Program of Study Worksheet to all members of the advisory committee. This formulation of a research program outlines the advisory committee, fields of study, and a proposed research plan leading up to the Portfolio exam.

Until students have passed their Comprehensive Oral Examination for the PhD, the advisory committee normally consists of four faculty members in History (including the prospective dissertation director and the second reader). The dissertation committee may consist of the same faculty members, or others selected because of their expertise in the area of the
dissertation. All committee members must be members of the University of Kansas graduate faculty—contact Graduate Program Administrator for a list of eligible faculty.

Students should expect to consult with their advisor and second reader regularly over the course of each academic year, and to maintain contact with the advisor during summers and research trips. At least once each semester, doctoral students who have not yet reached the point of ABD (“all but dissertation”) should meet formally with their primary advisor and with the members of their advisory committee to review their progress toward preparing the Professional Portfolio in advance of its submission for the Comprehensive Oral Examination.

Program of Study
Students are expected to identify geographical, thematic, and chronological fields of study in their application to the PhD program. Over the course of the first year of graduate study, the student will establish a set of areas of research expertise in close consultation with his/her faculty advisor and the advisory committee. In selecting their areas of specialization, graduate students should strive to create an intellectually coherent whole, and pursue transnational, comparative, and thematic areas of study. In addition, students should develop their academic profile in consideration of the type of employment they hope to find after graduation, as well as which fields will serve them best in their future careers.

Additional Departmental Advising and Mentoring
The Director of Graduate Studies provides additional advising to graduate students, particularly concerning Department and University rules and procedures. The Director of Graduate Studies also offers students career guidance in conjunction with other members of the Department.

In addition to their faculty advisor and committee, graduate students who hold teaching positions in the department are assigned a teaching mentor each semester. For students who serve as Graduate Teaching Assistants (GTAs), their teaching mentor is the professor to whose course they are assigned. Advanced graduate students who are serving as Assistant Instructors (AIs) select a Department faculty member to serve as their teaching mentor at the time they are notified of their appointment. The teaching mentor helps the student design a syllabus, plan lessons and written assignments; observes their teaching, offering advice and writing evaluations for the Department; discusses the theory and practice of history pedagogy; and aids in solving problems over the course of the semester.

The HGSO also assigns a peer mentor to entering graduate students. The peer mentors help new students navigate the university system and the Lawrence region, familiarize themselves with the Department, and adapt to life in graduate school.

Enrollment
All students are expected to register for nine credit hours in the Fall and Spring semesters each year until completion of the Portfolio Exam. Following the successful completion of the Portfolio Exam at the beginning of the third year of study, students are required to maintain continuous full-time enrollment (nine hours in fall and spring, three hours in summer) until they reach eighteen credit hours. After fulfilling the eighteen-credit-hour requirement, students must register for at least one credit hour each semester, including the Summer semester, in order to maintain enrollment in good standing.

Prior to the beginning of each semester, students should consult with their advisor concerning the appropriate selection of courses. After this consultation, they should enroll online through Enroll & Pay (https://sa.ku.edu). In order to enroll in HIST 800 and HIST 998 students will need to obtain a permission number from the Graduate Program Administrator. There is a Department limit of two HIST 800 classes during the period of coursework, so please plan accordingly. (See Appendix, p. 29 for HIST 800 Guidelines.)

Students who are unable to enroll for a period of time must inform the Director of Graduate Studies in order to request a leave of absence, and the Graduate Program Administrator will file a formal petition with the College Office of Graduate Affairs (COGA) to secure the leave of absence. Students who have neither registered for courses nor filed for a leave of absence by the eighth week of the semester will be dismissed from the program. See Leave of Absence under the University Policies and Requirements section of this document for additional information.

Essential Documentation
The following documents are used by the University of Kansas to manage student records. These descriptions are designed primarily to clarify the various processes involved in navigating through the graduate program.
**Degree Progress Report form.** The Registrar's office maintains a Degree Progress Report (DPR) form for each student. Students may obtain copies of their own DPR forms through MyKU Portal (https://my.ku.edu). Should students ever notice a discrepancy between the DPR form and their own records of enrollment, they should inform the Graduate Program Administrator.

**Progress Report form.** The Department expects graduate students to complete an annual progress report form (http://history.ku.edu/annual-evaluation) as a means of recording progress towards fulfilling degree requirements. The web form contains different requirements for each stage of study, and the student should work to fill the requirements by 1 May each year. Completed progress report forms are submitted online to the primary advisor and the Graduate Program Administrator, and are kept in the student’s file as a means of tracking annual progress.

The Graduate Program Administrator is responsible for managing official documents related to the program of study. The **Progress to Degree System** is used to schedule the MA oral exam, transfer students from the MA to the PhD level, report fulfillment of the residency and foreign language requirements, manage the petitions process, schedule the portfolio exam, and schedule the PhD dissertation defense.

**Apply for Graduation form.** The Registrar’s office requires this form, available online (https://sa.ku.edu), in order to record the MA and PhD degrees approved by the Department and the Office of Graduate Studies. Detailed instructions may be found online (http://www2.ku.edu/~sakut/manuals/Apply_For_Graduation.pdf). Students who anticipate completing their degree in a given semester need to file the Application for Graduation form in the first month of that semester. The degree cannot be awarded without this form.

**Foreign Language Requirement**
All History graduate students are required to have undertaken the serious study of at least one foreign language. Students in fields where the primary research materials are in languages other than English must demonstrate their command of those languages. Students are expected to enter the program with some knowledge of their primary research language, and they must be able to demonstrate the necessary level of proficiency within the first year of enrollment. For doctoral students in History, completion of the Foreign Language Requirement fulfills part of the University’s Research Skills and Responsible Scholarship requirement. (See Research Skills and Responsible Scholarship under the Ph.D. in History section of this document for additional information.)

The student’s advisory committee may require a demonstration of language competence not only in reading, but also in speaking, writing, and paleography, if such proficiency is necessary for their professional work. Advisory committees may require competence in one or two foreign languages, depending on the student’s area of specialization. Should any difference of opinion arise between students and their advisory committees concerning the language requirement, students should consult with the Director of Graduate Studies.

Students may demonstrate competence in a **primary research language** through:
- a. Native speaker status; or
- b. Coursework at KU or elsewhere through the intermediate (second-year) level, coupled with extensive use of the language in seminar and colloquium papers; or
- c. Coursework at KU or elsewhere through the advanced (third-year) level; or
- d. A test of language skill (reading only, or reading, speaking, and writing, as appropriate) designed by the field and graded in consultation with the appropriate foreign language department.

Students may demonstrate necessary experience in a foreign language that they are **not** using for primary research through:
- a. Native speaker status; or
- b. Coursework at KU or another university; or
- c. A test of reading skill (usually, a passage to translate) designed by the field and graded in consultation with the appropriate foreign language department; or
- d. A graduate reading knowledge course taken at KU.

When students have attained the required level of proficiency in a foreign language, they should fill out the Department of History’s Foreign Language Certification Form (see Appendix, p. 34) and submit it with the required documentation for the approval of their advisor and the Director of Graduate Studies.
Student Rights and Responsibilities

All graduate students are responsible for informing themselves of requirements of the Office of Graduate Studies as stated in the most recent issue of the KU Graduate Catalog (http://catalog.ku.edu/). Graduate students are bound by the rules and regulations of the University of Kansas, including the Code of Student Rights and Responsibilities (http://policy.ku.edu/code-student-rights-and-responsibilities-student-code). When rules are violated and disciplinary action is necessary, the Department of History may impose penalties including written warnings, probation, and expulsion.

Evaluation

Students are expected to consult with their advisors regularly concerning their performance and progress toward the PhD degree. Students should schedule a formal meeting and portfolio/dissertation progress check with their primary advisor at least once each semester. Students are responsible for ensuring regular contact with their advisor in order to maintain a good working relationship.

Several forms, the “Program of Study Worksheet,” “Coursework Matrix,” and “Progress Grid,” provide guidance to students and outlines normal progress to degree for full-time students. These documents are included in the appendix to this Handbook (pp. 32-33).

Assessments of graduate coursework are made through letter grades (A, B, C, D, F) with pluses and minuses. A larger proportion of grades of B than A may be indicative of a problem that students should discuss with their advisors. Students whose cumulative GPA in History courses falls below 3.25 are placed on probation (see below, p. 6). Credit/no credit options are not authorized for graduate students. Following the Portfolio Exam, dissertating students enrolled in HIST 999 (Doctoral Dissertation) are graded on a three-level scale:

- SP: Satisfactory Progress
  Consistent with goals for the semester as agreed upon with the advisor; supports timely completion of degree
- LP: Limited Progress
  Progress is less than agreed upon with advisor; may cause delays in timely degree completion
- NP: No Progress
  Student has provided INSUFFICIENT evidence of progress on dissertation work, or work completed was insufficient to move the dissertation project forward. NP students will be placed on academic probation for the following semester, and subject to dismissal if a second NP grade is assigned.

First-Year Letters

Each spring instructors of graduate courses evaluate all first-year students whom they have taught in class, providing a written assessment to the Graduate Committee. The Graduate Committee reviews these evaluations and prepares an individualized letter for each student that reflects the student’s classroom performance and written work. These letters highlight areas of strength as well as aspects of the student’s academic work that require improvement. Students whose performance has been flagged as a matter of concern will be targeted for a second review following the completion of their third semester of study (Third-Semester Letter). It is expected that any student whose performance remains marginal will take the MA exam in the fourth semester and leave the program.

Progress Toward Degree

At the end of each academic year, graduate students must complete the appropriate Annual Progress Report web form (http://history.ku.edu/annual-evaluation) and submit it online to the Graduate Program Administrator to be included in their files. Advisors review each student’s performance and progress periodically during the course of each academic year in addition to monitoring progress to degree, the Graduate Committee uses these evaluations in deliberations concerning GTA appointments and prizes and grants. The Director of Graduate Studies reviews the students' Progress Reports and the advisors', along with the students' Degree Progress Report. When the Director of Graduate Studies sees a pattern suggesting difficulties in performance or in progress to degree, s/he sends the affected students a letter, with a copy to the advisory committee, identifying the problem and possible remedies.

If the advisor, advisory committee, or Director of Graduate Studies determines that a student has not demonstrated the capacity to carry out graduate-level work, the student will be notified in writing. Upon the documentation of this warning, and in the event the student wishes to continue in the program, s/he will be given the opportunity to meet with the Director of Graduate Studies and the faculty members on the advisory committee. This meeting is expected to establish a strategy for improving the student’s performance over the course of the subsequent semester. In the event that the student’s performance remains unsatisfactory, the Graduate Committee will review the student’s file and decide either to dismiss the student from the program, or to permit them to continue to pursue the degree, in a probationary capacity, on specified conditions.
**Incompletes**

If students need to take an Incomplete in a course, they are required to arrange with the professor a specific deadline for completion of the work as soon as feasible. University rules prohibit students from taking longer than two semesters (including Summer semester) to satisfy work for an Incomplete. Students who take an Incomplete in the Spring are required to fulfill the missing work no later than the end of Fall Semester. Students who take an Incomplete in the Fall are required to fulfill the missing work no later than the end of the following Summer term. Students who do not meet these deadlines will be placed on probation. In addition, if an instructor fails to enter a new grade within this time frame, the Incomplete will convert to an F..

**Probation & Dismissal**

The Department of History expects that students will make sustained progress in their studies, and those students whose performance and progress to degree are seriously deficient will be placed on probation. The Department defines students as being seriously deficient when they:

1) carry an Incomplete for more than a semester plus a summer term; or
2) have a GPA in courses that count for the degree that falls below 3.25.

Students who do not remedy the deficiency within one semester on probation will be dismissed from the program, unless they file a successful petition to the Department's Graduate Committee. **Students on probation because of unsatisfied Incompletes are ineligible to hold GTA appointments.**

**Academic Misconduct**

Graduate students in the Department of History are required to abide by the University's policy on [Academic Misconduct](http://policy.ku.edu/governance/USRR#art2sect6). They must document appropriately all ideas, texts, and images that they have borrowed from others. Students are prohibited from representing as their own work the work of others. Work submitted for course credit is expected to be original to the student and designed to meet the program requirements. In addition, written work done for one course or degree program will not be accepted in another. Questions of interpretation of this rule must be cleared with the faculty member in advance.

When a member of the faculty suspects that some form of academic misconduct has taken place, including plagiarism, improper collaboration, or unprofessional behavior, s/he will contact the Director of Graduate Studies, and the Graduate Committee will review the case. The student, the member of the faculty, and the student’s advisor will be invited to meet with the Graduate Committee to discuss the case, and the Graduate Committee will determine a course of action for resolving the situation. The Office of Student Affairs is the University office charged with investigating charges of academic misconduct.

**Petition Process**

If a graduate student seeks exemption from program rules and requirements, s/he may file a petition for exemption from specific rules. The petition should explain why the student requests the waiver of a requirement, as well as how the educational goals the requirement is designed to meet will still be fulfilled.

In the case of the department's own rules, petitioners should write a letter to the Director of Graduate Studies, providing appropriate supporting materials, including a letter of support from the student's advisor. The Director of Graduate Studies refers the petition to the Graduate Committee, which evaluates the request and rules on its merit. In cases where the policy or requirement being petitioned is a University policy, the Director of Graduate Studies will submit a petition form to the College Office of Graduate Affairs accompanied by his/her letter of endorsement. The Graduate Program Administrator will help the student submit the petition form, and this document specifies the supporting material needed for each kind of petition, (e.g. leave of absence, extension of time to degree, waiver of the ABD enrollment requirement, waiver of rules specifying time between Portfolio Exam and dissertation defense). These materials must accompany the petition sent to COGA. COGA’s [petitions web page](http://college.ku.edu/coga/department/petitions) provides additional information regarding University petitions, including the documentation that may be required. Additional information regarding the more common University petitions, such as Leave of Absence, Enrollment requirements, and Time Limit Extensions may also be found in the University Policies & Degree requirements section of this document.

In cases where the Graduate Committee declines to support a University petition, no paperwork may be submitted to COGA. COGA only accepts student petitions in cases where there is documented departmental support and when the petition itself is submitted by a representative of the Department.
Students should always consult with the Graduate Program Administrator and the Director of Graduate Studies prior to submitting a petition to ensure that a petition is necessary and that the appropriate supporting documentation is included.

**Grievance Procedures**

The Department of History advises graduate students to make an attempt to resolve issues, especially matters concerning grades, directly with the instructor or party involved, with the Director of Graduate Studies, or with the Department Chair. If a grievance arises that cannot be resolved directly, or if the student does not feel comfortable attempting to resolve the issue with the Department Chair, the student should then follow the Department of History’s Official Grievance Procedure (http://policy.ku.edu/CLAS/grievance-procedure-history), which has been approved by the University.
UNIVERSITY POLICIES AND DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

This section contains information on requirements and policies of the Office of Graduate Studies and the College of Liberal Arts & Sciences, both hereafter referred to as “the University”. It is not a complete list of all policies pertaining to graduate students. Only those policies that most commonly affect graduate students are included.

Policies are described in general terms and are intended to help students understand what is expected. They do not reflect the exact language of the official policy and should not be confused with official policy. Specific information and restrictions as well as links to relevant forms may be accessed by clicking on the policy headings. Links to the official policies in the KU policy library are found at the bottom of each policy description. Students are accountable to and should familiarize themselves with the University's official policies.

GENERAL POLICIES

The following University policies apply to ALL graduate students regardless of degree, program, or department. These are minimum general requirements. Your department or program may have more restrictive policies in any of these areas.

Admission

Degree or non-degree seeking applicants must have a bachelor’s degree (as evidence by an official transcript from the institution the degree was obtained) and a minimum GPA of 3.0 in the most recent degree that was obtained.

Students not meeting these requirements may be admitted provisionally upon recommendation by the department; however, restrictions on certain type of funding, including GTA/GRA/GA funding, apply to students on provisional admission status. Students should consult the program admissions advisor or Director of Graduate Study (DGS) on their eligibility for funding with admission.

Related Policies and Forms:
- Admission to Graduate Study

English Proficiency Requirements

The University requires applicants, international or domestic, whose native language is not English to demonstrate English proficiency for admission to any graduate program at KU. There are two ways to prove English proficiency:

- Graduation with a baccalaureate degree or higher from an accredited U.S. institution of higher education, or from such an institution in an English-speaking country where the medium of instruction is English. This first option is not sufficient, however, to be appointed as a Graduate Teaching Assistant.

- Submitting results of the TOEFL iBT examination taken no more than two years prior to the semester of admission. A score of at least 20 in each part is required for regular admission. A score of 24 on the speak section is required to receive a Teaching Assistantship.

Applicants that do not meet the minimum scores should review the English Proficiency Chart, provided via the link above, for information about provisional admission.

Applicants should submit their scores directly to the Office of Graduate Studies:

Office of Graduate Studies
213 Strong Hall
1450 Jayhawk Blvd.
Lawrence KS 66045-7535

Related Policies and Forms:
- English Proficiency Requirements for Admission to Graduate Study
Transfer of Credits
(http://college.ku.edu/coga/enrollment/transfer-reduced)

The transfer credit option allows master’s students to count graduate-level coursework completed at another institution toward their KU degree. Restrictions apply to what non-KU graduate courses can be counted toward a KU master’s degree, so students should carefully review the information provided in the link above and the related policies below, as well as consulting with their DGS. In all cases, transfer credit must first be approved at the department of program level. To begin the transfer process, students should consult with their DGS to submit the required transfer materials. These include a transcript reflecting the courses to be transferred and descriptions and/or syllabi for the courses in question.

No transfer of credits is allowed for the Ph.D. In circumstances where students enter the Ph.D. program with an M.A. from another institution or relevant graduate coursework, it may be possible for students to request a reduction in the number of hours required for the Ph.D. Students should consult with their DGS about their enrollment plan.

Related Policies and Forms:
- Graduate Credit (http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/graduate-credit)
- Count Toward Degree Form (http://registrar.ku.edu/sites/registrar.ku.edu/files/servicedocs/countdegree_0.pdf)
- Co-enrollment (http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/seniors-and-grad-study)
- MA and MS Degrees (http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/ma-ms-degrees) (on Reduced Hour Master's Degree)

Enrollment
(http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/enrollment?num2.3)

For graduate students in the College, advising on enrollment and course selection take place at the department level. While units within the College may define full-time enrollment more stringently, the University defines it as follows:

Fall and Spring semesters:
- Enrollment in nine credit hours;
- Enrollment in six credit hours plus a GTA, GRA, or GA appointment, regardless of percentage of appointment;
- Enrollment in six credit hours for graduate students using the Montgomery GI Bill – Active Duty (MGIB-AD) and Post-9/11 GI Bill – Active Duty;
- Doctoral candidates enrolled in dissertation hour(s). *See Doctoral post-comprehensive enrollment.

Summer sessions:
- Enrollment in six credit hours;
- Enrollment in three credit hours plus a GTA, GRA, or GA appointment, regardless of percentage of appointment;
- Enrollment in three credit hours for graduate students using the Montgomery GI Bill – Active Duty (MGIB-AD) and Post-9/11 GI Bill – Active Duty;
- Doctoral candidates enrolled in dissertation hour(s).

Graduate students are not normally permitted to enroll for more than sixteen hours a semester or more than eight hours in summer session.

While these are KU’s definitions of full-time enrollment, other institutions may have different definitions. Be sure to consult with your financial aid and/or health insurance providers before making enrollment decisions.

Students not enrolled by the first day of classes will be assessed a late fee. Students not enrolled by the 60th of classes will be automatically discontinued in Enroll & Pay.

Students who wish to leave their graduate program should inform the department of such plans in writing so that a Voluntary Discontinue form may be submitted on his or her behalf.

Deadlines for adding, changing, dropping, or withdrawing from courses entirely, as well any fines associated with the change, are set by the University. Deadlines vary from year to year. Students should carefully review the current
Academic Calendar (http://registrar.ku.edu/calendar).

The College Office of Graduate Affairs’ (COGA) website has a very useful Enrollment Changes Guide (http://college.ku.edu/coga/enrollment/changes), which provides comprehensive guidance on the forms and endorsements required for different enrollment situations, including late enrollment changes after the published deadlines.

You may also wish to consult the Registrar's page on Effects of Dropping or Withdrawing on your Transcript.

Related Policies:
- Discontinued Enrollment (http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/discontinued-enrollment)
- Enrollment (http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/enrollment)
- Enrollment Regulations (CLAS) (http://college.ku.edu/coga/department/policies/enrollment-regulations)
- Full-time Enrollment for Graduate Students (http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/fulltime-enrollment)
- Graduate Coursework Expiration Dates (http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/coursework-expiration-dates)
- Master's Enrollment Requirements (http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/masters-enrollment-requirements)

Credit/No Credit (http://college.ku.edu/coga/enrollment/credit)

The University supports and encourages interdisciplinary study, which may include graduate students enrolling in coursework at the graduate level that is outside of their primary discipline. The Credit/No Credit (CR/NC) is an option for graduate students who are taking a course that is not required for their degree or certificate and who do not wish to have the course grade reflected in their overall graduate GPA. Rather than a grade appearing on the transcript, the student receives a designation of CR or NC, which does not factor in the GPA.

No course graded CR/NC will count toward the satisfaction of any graduate degree or certificate requirement. This includes, but is not limited to, courses taken to fulfill the Research Skills and Responsible Scholarship requirement for doctoral students.

If a student elects to take the CR/NC option, they must make this election during the CR/NC time frame, which can be found in the Registrar's current Academic Calendar (http://registrar.ku.edu/calendar). This period typically begins after the last day to add a class and extends for approximately two weeks. This process must be initiated in the COGA office.

The student should consult with their own program advisor about the appropriateness of the course prior to enrolling. In cases where CR/NC is elected, the course instructor is not informed of the election unless the student chooses to share this information.

Additional restrictions apply. Students should carefully review the information in the link above.

Related Policies and Forms:
- University Senate Rules and Regulations (USRR), Section 2.2.7 (http://policy.ku.edu/governance/USRR#art2sect2)

Time Limits (http://college.ku.edu/coga/degree/time)

The University expects that master’s degree should typically be completed in two years of full-time study, the doctorate degree in five years of study, and both the master’s and doctorate together in six-seven years of study.

Students who anticipate exceeding these targets should review the information in the link above and in the policies below, as well as consult with their program advisor to create a timeline for degree completion. In order to support this process, COGA offers DGSS and advisors a Mentoring Agreement Template (http://clas.drupal.ku.edu/sites/clas.drupal.ku.edu/files/docs/COGA/Mentoring%20Agreement%20Template.docx) to use and/or adapt to their own needs. The template may be used with students in danger of going beyond the program’s expected time limits, or simply as an advising tool for all their students. It is especially useful for doctoral students in the dissertation phase.

Related Policies and Forms:
- Master’s Degree Time Constraints (http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/ma-program-time-constraints)
- Doctoral Degree Time Restraints(http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/doctoral-program-time-contraints)
Leaves of Absence

In exceptional circumstances (e.g. cases of illness, emergency, financial hardship, military leave, to pursue family responsibilities, or to pursue full-time activities related to long-range professional goals) it may be necessary for graduate students to take a break from their program temporarily, without having to withdraw entirely from the program. An approved leave of absence allows a student to take a temporary break from enrolling in graduate coursework while remaining in good standing with the University and the department and while “stopping the clock” on their time to degree.

Requesting a Leave of Absence is done via a University petition. University petitions must first be approved and supported at the program level, so students wishing to initiate the petition process should first consult with their Director of Graduate Studies and review their department’s internal petition procedures. Units or the Director of Graduate Study may request documentation to support the student’s need for a leave of absence; however, the only document that COGA requires for the petition is the Leave of Absence Petition form, linked below.

Related Policies and Forms:

- Leaves of Absence
- Leave of Absence Petition Form

Oral Exams

All graduate students must complete one or more exams as part of their degree requirements. In addition to department or program guidelines, the University has several policies pertaining to the following exams:

- Master's Exam/Thesis Defense for Master's degree
- Doctoral Comprehensive Oral Exam
- Doctoral Final Exam/Dissertation Defense

Before a student is allowed to sit for any of these three exams, pre-approval from COGA is required. This approval must be sought by the department at least four weeks prior to the exam date. COGA checks to ensure that the student has fulfilled certain University requirements. The full list of requirements that COGA checks for may be found via the link in the heading above. Students should work with their departments well in advance of their planned exam date, to schedule their exams in a timely fashion and to ensure that all University policies relating to oral exams are being followed.

In many cases, programs may have additional exams, such as a written pre-qualifying exam. Exam pre-approval by COGA applies ONLY to the oral portions of the three exams listed above.

The following are University policies pertaining to these oral exams:

Oral Exam Committee Composition

For all oral exams, the committee members must be appointed members of the Graduate Faculty of KU. In addition, a majority of committee members serving on a graduate student oral examination committee must be tenured/tenure-track faculty holding regular graduate faculty or, in the case of doctoral committees, dissertation faculty status in the candidate’s department/program of study.

Many additional restrictions apply, especially for doctoral exam committees. Master’s and doctoral students should carefully review the University policies pertaining to exams, as well as consult with their Director of Graduate Studies when forming an exam committee.

Oral Exam Attendance (Physical Presence)
The Oral Exam Attendance policy describes rules for physical versus mediated attendance (e.g. Skype or phone) at oral exams.

In all cases, a majority of committee members must be physically present with the student for an exam to commence. Both the chair and outside member (for doctoral exams) must form part of this majority. In cases where the student prefers that all committee members are physically present, the student's preference shall be honored.

Master’s and doctoral students should carefully review the policies below, as well as consult with their Director of Graduate Studies in the formation of an oral exam committee.

Related Policies and Forms:
- Graduate Student Oral Exam Committee Composition (http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/oral-exam-committee-composition)
- Oral Exam Attendance (http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/oral-exam-attendance)
- Graduate Faculty Appointments (http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/graduate-faculty-appointments)

DOCTORAL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

In addition to the student’s individual Ph.D. program’s degree requirements, the following are University requirements for graduation with a Ph.D. at KU.

Residency Requirement
Two semesters, which may include one summer session, must be spent in full-time resident study at the University of Kansas. During this period of residence, fulltime involvement in academic or professional pursuits may include an appointment for teaching or research if the teaching/research is directed specifically toward the student's degree objectives.

Related Policies and Forms:
- Doctoral Program Time Constraints (https://policy.drupal.ku.edu/graduate-studies/doctoral-program-time-contraints)
- Continuous Enrollment for Post-Comprehensive Students (http://college.ku.edu/coga/enrollment/post-comp)

Continuous Enrollment for Post-Comprehensive Students
During the semester in which the comprehensive exam is completed and each semester or session that follows, doctoral candidates must enroll in at least six credit hours per semester and three credit hours per summer session until all requirements for the degree are completed OR until eighteen post-comprehensive hours have been completed, whichever comes first. At least one of these credit hours each semester must be a dissertation hour (or an approved dissertation equivalent).

During the semester in which the student will complete this requirement, enrollment may be dropped to only the number of hours required to complete the eighteen. For example, if a student is entering the Fall semester having completed fifteen post-comprehensive hours, he or she need only enroll in three credit hours.

After fulfilling the post-comprehensive enrollment requirement, enrollment may be reduced to as little as one dissertation hour per semester or summer session up to and including the semester of graduation. Students are strongly advised to closely review the University regulations on continuous enrollment for post-comprehensive students (found in the above heading or the policy links below). Failure to properly comply with the policy could result in additional enrollment requirements and tuition expense near the end of your degree program. Post-comprehensive enrollment requirements also apply to students with GTA/GRA/GA appointments, but these students must be certified to drop their enrollment levels. To become certified, the student or department staff should complete and submit to COGA the Certification of Eligibility to Enroll in Fewer Than Six Hours form (found below) prior to the beginning of the semester in which the enrollment will drop below six hours.

Related Policies and Forms:
- Doctoral Program Time Constraints (http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/doctoral-program-time-contraints)
- Doctoral Candidacy (http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/doctoral-candidacy)
• GTA/GRA Certification of Eligibility to Enroll in Fewer than Six Hours
  (http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/doctrinal-GTA-eligibility-fewer-six-hours)

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS (M.A. & Ph.D.)
In addition to all program requirements, students planning to graduate must complete all University graduation requirements prior to the published Graduation Deadline in a given semester. Students should consult the current Academic Calendar for the published Graduation Deadline, which varies by semester. COGA's graduation checklists contain a comprehensive list of all University requirements for graduation and should be used by every graduating master's or doctoral student in the College:

  M.A. DEGREE GRADUATION CHECKLIST (http://college.ku.edu/coga/graduation/master's)
  PH.D. DEGREE GRADUATION CHECKLIST (http://college.ku.edu/coga/graduation/doctoral)

Submission of the final draft of the thesis or dissertation is done electronically. Students must comply with all University requirements for formatting (http://graduate.ku.edu/etd-formatting-and-working-multimedia-files) and electronic submission (http://graduate.ku.edu/submitting) of the thesis or dissertation. There is no University requirement that students provide a bound or printed copy of the draft.

Students who have concerns or questions about fulfillment of graduation requirements may arrange for a Graduation Appointment with the College Office of Graduate Affairs (COGA) (http://college.ku.edu/coga) following the defense or final exam and in advance of the applicable Application for Graduation deadline. While this appointment is not a requirement, it can be useful to review all degree requirements with a COGA staff member, verify that the Application for Graduation and Thesis/Dissertation submissions have been completed, and receive guidance on any pending items.

GRADUATE STUDIES FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
The Office of Graduate Studies offers funding opportunities (http://graduate.ku.edu/ku-funding) in several different categories. Students interested in applying should direct inquiries to the department’s Director of Graduate Studies or to the Office of Graduate Studies. Some of the available funding includes:

  Dissertation Fellowships: intended for doctoral students who have passed their comprehensive examinations; for one academic year, non-renewable.

  Summer Fellowships: intended primarily for doctoral students.

  Graduate Scholarly Presentation Travel Fund: intended for graduate students presenting a paper at a national or regional meeting of a learned or professional society. A student may receive an award ($500) only once, and funds are available on a first-come, first-served basis

  Doctoral Student Research Fund: Designed to support KU doctoral students who need assistance to carry out research that advances progress toward the degree. Applications for this fund are accepted only for a limited time as funding is available. Students should check the link above for additional information and restrictions.
MA IN HISTORY

The Masters of Arts degree consists of thirty credit hours. Normally students take courses at the graduate level (700 and above), although some courses numbered 500- and 600- (but not History 696) may count for graduate credit. Department rules require that students must complete a minimum of nine credit hours in courses numbered 800 or higher. See Appendix (p. XX) for departmental guidelines regarding HIST 800.

Usually, students take all coursework at the University of Kansas. It is possible, however, for students entering without a MA degree to transfer up to six graduate credits earned elsewhere. Students who wish to transfer credits must present a petition to Graduate Committee, along with the course syllabus, copies of papers produced for the course, and an endorsement from the KU faculty member who teaches an equivalent course. At the same time, students may petition for a waiver from Department degree requirements on the basis of equivalent work in the graduate program at another institution. Courses taken while the student was an undergraduate may not be counted towards the graduate degree.

Students are required to take HIST 805, The Nature of History, normally in their first semester of study. MA students must also complete two research seminars. In each of these seminars, students must produce a professional-quality paper, suitable for consideration for publication in a scholarly journal, with the following characteristics:

- Selection of a significant topic
- Demonstration of original insight into that topic
- Development of a source base consisting of primary sources in the original language
- Integration into the historiographical context of the secondary literature
- Preparation of a well-defined thesis statement and clear argument throughout
- Use of complete and accurate citations using a consistent style (usually following the Chicago Manual of Style (http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html))
- Length of twenty to thirty pages.

Students are required to fulfill their research seminar requirements in a classroom setting.

Students in fields where the primary research language is not English (that is, geographic areas other than the US and modern Britain) must demonstrate proficiency in their primary research language within their first year in the MA program. Students should consult the Department's Foreign Language requirement policy (above, p. 5).

MA Examination

There is no written examination for the Master of Arts degree. In the fourth semester of enrollment, students electing to take an MA degree will sit for a ninety-minute oral examination that covers the student’s research fields and the papers prepared in the two research seminars. The MA examination committee must have a minimum of three graduate faculty members, including the advisor and at least one other professor from the Department of History.

The student should enter the MA exam prepared to demonstrate his/her ability to teach an introductory-level History course in the primary field of study. The examination will cover basic historiographical questions, and the student should offer evidence of knowledge of the field equivalent to the material contained within a survey textbook. Moreover, the exam is designed to permit the student to demonstrate competency in engaging in an academic conversation. The examining committee will also discuss the content and significance of the research seminar papers, and advise upon future directions in the student’s submission of these papers for publication.

The student schedules the date and time of the exams and notifies the Graduate Program Administrator at least four weeks before the exam date. The Graduate Program Administrator will file a “Progress to Degree” form with the College Office of Graduate Affairs for approval. Once approved, the Administrator will send out confirmation of the exams to the committee.

Admission to the PhD program from the MA program

At the end of the student’s MA exam, the committee recommends whether or not the student should be permitted to continue in the program for a PhD. Their recommendation is indicated on the Progress to Degree form provided for the examination. If the exam committee recommends against admission to the PhD program, the student may appeal the recommendation to the Graduate Committee.

A Progress to Degree form separate from the one authorizing the MA oral examination is required for a student who is continuing for the PhD. The Graduate Program Administrator prepares this form after the MA examination. Students should check to make sure that their change in status has been properly recorded.
Traditionally, graduate students complete the MA degree before proceeding to doctoral study. However, in some cases, Masters-level students elect to bypass the MA degree. MA students who are considering this option should consult with their advisor and the Director of Graduate Studies. Such students should demonstrate exceptional preparation and academic achievement in the MA program, and they should have unambiguous plans for PhD study.

Please note: Students who have not taken an MA degree from the University of Kansas are only eligible for a maximum of ten semesters of GTA funding, however, as opposed to the University limit of twelve semesters for students taking both an MA and a PhD, and so the student should consider the advisability of this course of action while planning the course of study.

**Time Limits**
The Department allows a maximum of five years for completion of all requirements for the MA degree. MA candidates may not continue to enroll after completing more than thirty-nine credit hours of graduate credit without having completed the MA degree.
The PhD degree consists of thirty-three credit hours at the graduate level. Normally, students take courses at the graduate level (700 and above), although in rare cases a topical course numbered 500- and 600- (but not History 696) may count for graduate credit. Department rules require that students complete a minimum of fifteen credit hours (five courses) at the 800-level and above. PhD students must take a minimum of three colloquia and two research seminars, as defined under the requirements for the MA degree (see p. 15). Students who completed the MA degree in the Department of History at the University of Kansas may count those courses towards the PhD requirements. In order to satisfy the Office of Graduate Studies’ residency requirement, students must spend at least two semesters of full-time, residential study at the Lawrence campus.

Students who enter the program with a MA in History or a related discipline from other universities may satisfy part of the thirty-three credit-hour requirement with up to fifteen hours of transfer credit from their master's programs. The Graduate Committee will evaluate petitions for waivers of credit hours, and students should prepare a formal petition in consultation with the student's advisor and the Director of Graduate Studies. Students who wish to request a waiver should do so following their first semester, and the petition will include not only syllabi and written materials from prior work, but also evidence of academic success in the courses taken at the University of Kansas.

All students are required to take History 805, The Nature of History, normally in their first semester in the program, unless they have taken a course that covers equivalent material at a comparable institution. In the event that the student and his/her advisor seek to waive this requirement, the student must prepare a letter of petition that includes the syllabus and coursework for the equivalent class, and submit it to the Graduate Committee for review. Upon the completion of the first semester of study, if the student’s performance has proven exceptional in other courses, the Graduate Committee may deem it appropriate to waive this requirement.

In rare cases, students may enroll in HIST 800, Readings in History, with a professor not teaching a graduate course that semester. No more than two sections of this course may be taken for credit, and each semester the student and professor must submit to the Graduate Committee a syllabus and agreement before the end of the first week of the semester. The requirements for this course are outlined in the Appendix, page 29.

PhD students must be able to demonstrate the appropriate level of proficiency in their primary research language in their first year in the graduate program at KU. In some fields, proficiency in a second foreign language is required as well. Students should consult their advisory committees and the Department's Foreign Language requirement policy.

Students are expected to refine their Program of Study (as submitted in the Program of Study Worksheet during the second semester of graduate training) as they move through the graduate program, and to engage in regular conversations with members of their advisory committees in preparation for the Portfolio Examination.

Professional Portfolio
From the first semester in the program, graduate students begin to compile materials that will be used to build a Professional Portfolio of their work. This portfolio takes the place of written comprehensive examinations in the Department of History.

Through the Professional Portfolio students demonstrate their command of their fields and their preparation to undertake dissertation research. This document represents the culmination of the program of study outlined in the second semester of graduate work, and provides a roadmap of the student’s future work. This document will influence the content of the student’s Portfolio Examination, and so the materials included in the portfolio should be arranged with this purpose in mind. For more information, please see the PhD Portfolio Rubric, which enumerates standards for the evaluation of the portfolio and can be found in the Appendix, page X.

The Department advises all students to sit for their Portfolio Exam in the Fall semester, in order to reduce the number of summer enrollment hours for which they have to register. All students serving as GTAs are entitled to reduced summer tuition (at in-state rates), and should fill out the Staff Benefits form at the time of the Portfolio Exam (see Appendix, p. 36)

The portfolio is submitted in digital format, although members of the examination committee may request a hard copy as well. It must contain the following items:

- Table of Contents
- Curriculum Vitae
• Course materials, organized in reverse chronological order:
  o All course syllabi for graduate classes used to fulfill the degree requirements (including from other institutions)
  o Major written work from all colloquia and readings courses, with professors’ written comments on them, including historiographical and synthetic essays and annotated bibliographies
  o All research seminar papers, with professors’ written comments.
• Any published historical works
• A professional essay of between twenty and twenty-five pages, explaining the choice of fields of study, a description of how those fields can be integrated and related to one another, and what you understand to be the leading research issues in these fields. (See Professional Essay, below.)
• A dissertation prospectus of twenty-five pages, with an appended bibliography and a 150-word abstract. (See Dissertation Prospectus, below.)

The portfolio may contain the following items, if students and their committees find them helpful as evidence of the students' preparation. These should be chosen carefully so as not to increase the bulk of the portfolio unnecessarily:
• Additional historiographical essays and annotated bibliographies
• Synthetic essays (up to three, maximum of twenty-five pages apiece) if mandated by the field committee of the major field
  o These essays must be assigned when the student has completed twenty-four credits, and must receive a grade of "satisfactory" to be included in the portfolio. Synthetic essays are intended to review the literature in a particular field or sub-field which may be required to evaluate a student’s proficiency in that field.
• Syllabi of courses taught or proposed
• Book reviews
• Conference papers
• Grant proposal
• Op-ed pieces
• Public History activities
• Website designs

Dissertation Prospectus
Students should begin to consider possible dissertation topics at the beginning of their degree program, and consult repeatedly with their advisor, advisory committee, and other faculty members. They should gather through their coursework and extra-curricular study the necessary background and skills for their proposed dissertation.

The prospectus should clearly state the topic of the proposed research and what questions and problems the work proposes to address. Since the dissertation must be an original contribution to the discipline of history, the prospectus should make clear how the proposed work develops, challenges, or departs from past research. It should demonstrate that the student has a sufficient and critical command of the historiography and the present state of the field. It should make clear what languages, methodologies, and theories the student will use when examining sources. The prospectus should identify the resources to be used and their locations. A chapter outline will provide some sense of the work's overall plan and structure. A research and writing schedule will estimate how much time the various aspects of research, travel to collections, writing, and revision will take. A bibliography listing primary and secondary sources, manuscript collections, and other important resources should be included as an appendix.

Professional Essay
The central part of the portfolio presented at the time of the comprehensive examination is the professional essay. It should be between twenty and twenty-five pages long and represent the candidate’s best writing. The essay should not be autobiographical, casual, or informal in tone nor should it resemble the “personal statement” made in applying for admission to the program. Rather, the essay should offer a comprehensive and analytical overview of the fields of study and a critical scholarly assessment of their status, direction, and needs. In this document the student will outline a plan for contributing to the discipline, and demonstrate that s/he has been made the important transition from being primarily a consumer of knowledge to a one who generates new theories, arguments, and ideas.

The essay should identify the fields the candidate has chosen to pursue in colloquia and seminars and explain the rationale for those choices as well as how the candidate’s thinking about them changed with professional growth. It should identify the leading issues confronting the student’s fields today, the “big questions” that the field is debating, and the kinds of research and evidence gathering that dominate current research. The candidate should indicate where he or she stands on those
questions and venture appraisals or criticism of key works in the field. Overall, the candidate should demonstrate a firm knowledge of what the most influential works and interpretations have been in the field.

The essay should also present a concise discussion of the candidate’s long-term ambitions as a scholar. It should answer such questions as: What is lacking or inadequately understood in the field now? What interpretations need more evidence or more questioning? What kind of “trajectory” (or long-term research strategy) does the candidate envision for his or her work, at the dissertation stage and beyond? What research questions seem most important and significant to pursue as a professional historian?

Finally, the essay should make a case for the value of the fields studied. What is the significance of this work? What can non-specialists and the public expect to learn from the field, and why is that useful?

**Research Skills and Responsible Scholarship Requirement**

The University requires that every doctoral student have training in responsible scholarship and research skills pertinent to the field of research and appropriate to the doctoral level. This requirement must be met before attempting the comprehensive oral exam. For doctoral students in History, this requirement is met by the following:

- HIST 805 ([http://catalog.ku.edu/search/?P=HIST 805](http://catalog.ku.edu/search/?P=HIST 805))
- Certification in a foreign language (For additional information on this requirement, see Foreign Language Requirement under the Departmental Policies and Degree Requirements section of this document.)

**Submission of the Professional Portfolio and the Comprehensive Oral Examination**

In the semester following completion of coursework (in the Fall of the third year of graduate study), students will present the Professional Portfolio formally to their committee. By this time, they must have fulfilled all requirements for the PhD established by the Department and the Office of Graduate Studies with the exception of the Comprehensive Oral Exam and the dissertation itself.

The committee for the oral examination consists of four professors whose academic expertise complements the student’s research, and a faculty member from another department, who serves as the Office of Graduate Studies' designee. This fifth member of the committee often has overlapping research interests, and his/her participation during the examination varies by committee, but the primary purpose of this member is to ensure that the examination follows University guidelines, and that the examination was conducted fairly and professionally. See Exams under the University Policies and Requirements section for additional information regarding University requirements for oral comprehensive exam committees.

One month in advance of the expected examination students should arrange with their committee members a mutually convenient date and time for the oral examination. Then students will provide this information to the Graduate Program Administrator, who will schedule the exam. The Graduate Program Administrator will process the paperwork with the Office of Graduate Studies and arrange for a room for the exam. These arrangements must be completed at least four weeks prior to the scheduled date of the oral exam. No later than two weeks before the examination date the candidate will circulate electronic copies of the entire portfolio to each member of the examining committee.

Prior to the oral exam, the committee will examine the portfolio's contents carefully. The oral examination has three emphases:

- An assessment of the student's professional portfolio that evaluates the student's ability to define clearly and express coherently the historiographical state of the fields and his/her anticipated contributions to scholarship as articulated through the professional essay
- An evaluation of the student's competency to teach an undergraduate lecture course, as demonstrated by the ability to discuss historical developments in his/her areas of expertise with ease and clarity. The student is expected to demonstrate not only a mastery of the historiography covered in coursework, but also clear knowledge of history as it would be expressed in a textbook or an undergraduate-level survey course;
- The presentation of the dissertation proposal and an exposition of its anticipated contribution to the student's fields.

Satisfactory completion of the oral examination requires the favorable vote of at least four of five members of the committee including representatives of the major field. In the case of fewer than four favorable votes, a second oral examination will be scheduled upon the student’s request. Students may take the comprehensive oral exam a maximum of two times, but at least ninety days must elapse between the exams (see Appendix, pages 39-42, regarding portfolio evaluation).
Dissertation
The dissertation consists of a book-length piece of original scholarship that makes a significant contribution to historical knowledge. It must advance a clear and cogent thesis that is rooted in the historiography, draw upon an appropriate array of primary and secondary sources, and be documented according to common academic standards. The subject of the dissertation should fall within the student’s fields of study and should be feasible in light of the student's background and preparation.

The PhD candidate and the dissertation advisor jointly determine the composition of the dissertation committee, WHICH MUST BE SUBMITTED FOR THE APPROVAL OF THE DIRECTOR OF GRADUATE STUDIES. The chair of a doctoral dissertation committee (dissertation advisor) must be a regular member of the Graduate Faculty and hold either a tenure-track or tenured appointment in the Department of History. The Office of Graduate Studies requires a minimum of five members of the Graduate Faculty to serve a dissertation examination committee. The dissertation committee shall be headed by the advisor, and will consist of a second reader, and faculty related to the student's major areas of study (frequently the members of the Portfolio examination committee). Three of the five members must have appointments in the Department of History, and all committee members must hold current graduate faculty appointments.

Graduate students are expected to consult with the committee in the writing of the dissertation—with the advisor serving as the first reader, and the second reader reviewing all chapters as they are completed. By the time the dissertation is substantially complete, the candidate should identify a graduate faculty member outside the Department to serve as the Office of Graduate Studies' representative at the dissertation defense (see Appendix, p. 43, regarding dissertation evaluation). See Exams under the University Policies and Requirements section for additional information regarding University requirements for dissertation exam committees.

Students should maintain regular contact with their dissertation chair and second reader. It is expected that the student will consult with each member of the committee to determine a mutually agreeable schedule of consultation, as well as discuss whether members beyond the chair and second reader will review chapters as they are completed. The oral defense may be scheduled once both the advisor and second reader have approved the dissertation.

Students are able to alter the composition of their committees as their research agenda evolves, and it is advised that dissertating students check in each semester with the members of their committee to discuss research progress. It is important that both students and members of the faculty exercise the highest level of professionalism in their interactions, with the understanding that open lines of communication are essential for effective graduate training.

Students should enroll in HIST 999 each semester with their advisor, and may enroll in only one credit hour following completion of the 18 hour post comp requirement. The grading scale for HIST 999 follows:

- **SP**: Satisfactory Progress. Consistent with goals for the semester as agreed upon with the advisor; supports timely completion of degree
- **LP**: Limited Progress. Progress is less than agreed upon with advisor; may cause delays in timely degree completion
- **NP**: No Progress. Student has provided insufficient evidence of progress on dissertation work, or work completed was insufficient to move the dissertation project forward.

Doctoral Defense
When students receive approval from the advisor and second reader, they may then schedule the Final Oral Defense. After setting a date and time for the defense (at least six weeks before the defense is to take place) students must notify the Graduate Program Administrator. The Graduate Program Administrator will submit the appropriate paperwork to the College Office of Graduate Affairs. Immediately upon confirmation of the examination date—and no less than one month before the examination date—the student must circulate a final, polished version of the completed dissertation, including bibliography and notes.

The final examination will be open to the public, and it is held at a time and place approved and announced by the Office of Graduate Studies. The dissertation defense will last at least two hours, and fifteen minutes of that time must be reserved for members of the committee to conduct a confidential evaluation of the quality of the dissertation and oral defense. Satisfactory completion of the dissertation defense requires the favorable vote of at least four out of five persons on the examining committee. In the case of too few favorable votes, a second doctoral defense may be scheduled upon the request of the student. At least ninety days must elapse between dissertation examinations, and students may take the dissertation examination a maximum of two times. The Examination committee reports a grade of Honors, Satisfactory, or Unsatisfactory for the dissertation defense.
The dissertation abstract and a final copy of the dissertation in required electronic form must be turned in to the Office of Graduate Studies before the degree can be awarded. For additional information about electronic submission, as well as degree completion checklists, see Graduation under University Policies and Requirements.

**Time Limits**

After being admitted to the doctoral program at the University of Kansas, PhD-only students must complete all degree requirements in eight years. Students who complete the Master’s degree at KU and continue to the PhD have a total enrolled time of ten years to complete both degrees.

Students who have compelling reason to request an extension beyond the time limit for degree completion should meet with their advisor and the Director of Graduate to complete a [Doctoral Degree Completion Agreement](http://college.ku.edu/sites/clas.drupal.ku.edu/files/docs/COGA/CompetitionAgreementCOGA20130823.pdf). All extension petitions must be accompanied by a detailed timeline for completion of the dissertation and for advisor feedback. It will also outline actions to be taken should the student fail to uphold the terms of the agreement or meet the final deadline. The Department Graduate Administrator submits the Completion Agreement and any supporting documentation to the College Office of Graduate Affairs (COGA). The document is evaluated by both COGA and the College’s Committee on Graduate Studies and a ruling will be issued usually within ten business days.
GRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANTSHIPS

Graduate Teaching Assistantship (GTA) assignments provide graduate students with valuable experience for their future careers as well as the financial support necessary to pursue their degrees. GTA appointments are made at the time of admission by the Department Chair upon the recommendation of the Graduate Committee. GTAs at the University of Kansas are unionized; information about the union contract is available in the Memorandum of Agreement between The University of Kansas and the Board of Regents and the Kansas Association of Public Employees. 

GTA Duties
In their years of employment by the Department of History, GTAs are normally assigned to assist Department faculty in lecture courses, by grading papers, responding to students’ questions, and leading discussion sections. Some courses offer the student an opportunity to lead their own discussion sections, while others require only that the GTA serve as a grader for student assignments. After demonstrating teaching competence and after having reached ABD status, GTAs may be assigned to teach their own sections of courses as Assistant Instructors (AIs). The Department's by-laws contain the official policies governing AI appointments.

GTAs are expected to average twenty hours of work per week, and most GTAs find that their workload is heavier in some weeks than in others. Each semester, GTA assignments do not end until final exams have been graded and the GTA has submitted final grades for the approval of the instructor of record. GTAs are expected to attend the class lectures, and GTAs who are assigned to courses with discussion sections (normally, three classes) must also meet those classes. Should GTAs be unable to meet their classes as scheduled, they should inform the professor and arrange for another GTA to cover those sections for them. AIs normally teach a maximum of forty-five students, as suitable for the Department course schedule. AIs have responsibility for devising syllabi, choosing texts, presenting lessons, and grading; it is imperative that they work closely with their teaching mentor in order to fulfill these duties in a manner that permits them to achieve their classroom goals, as well as refine their pedagogical philosophy and develop a teaching portfolio.

GTAs are required to maintain full-time enrollment in the Department of History's MA or PhD program. Students are expected to develop the ability to balance their teaching obligations and their responsibilities in graduate courses in order to maintain a high level of performance in their degree programs. Students who neglect one or the other will be required to relinquish their teaching position, and may not be permitted to continue in the degree program. Department policy prohibits graduate students who are on probation (see p. 7) from holding a GTA appointment.

Evaluation of Teaching
The Department expects all members of its instructional staff—faculty and graduate students alike—to arrange for evaluation of their teaching each semester. GTAs are required to distribute the designated evaluation forms to their classes according to the instructions provided by the Department of History. These teaching evaluations solicit quantitative responses from undergraduates. The University collects and processes these evaluation forms, and in the following semester a copy of each evaluation is provided to the GTA, along with summary forms that evaluate the GTA’s teaching in comparison with his/her peers.

GTAs are also evaluated each term by their supervising professors, who provide an assessment of their performance at the end of each semester. These assessments are submitted to the Graduate Program Administrator, who then submits them to Human Resources and places a copy in the GTA’s files. AIs are evaluated by their teaching mentor, and these mentors visit at least one class over the course of the semester. At the end of the term teaching mentors compose a summary of the Assistant Instructors’ performance, drawing upon direct observations of teaching, student evaluations, and review of classroom materials. Teaching mentors then share the draft summary with the AIs, and a version acceptable to both is placed in the AI’s file, along with the quantitative student evaluations.

GTAs are also strongly encouraged to provide students with an additional narrative evaluation that permits more detailed assessments of the course and the GTA’s teaching practices, which are used solely for the student’s own purposes, including the development of a teaching portfolio.

Continuing GTA Employment
Insofar as Department resources allow, the Department expects to renew the appointments of GTAs who are making good progress in their degree programs and who perform their teaching duties in a satisfactory manner for five years of study.
additional year of funding through the University of Kansas may be available in another department or program, but the Department of History is only able to provide five years of funding through GTA appointments.

Because the Department of History can only offer a limited number of GTA appointments, graduate students are required to apply simultaneously for funding from all other appropriate sources. Students in European, U.S., and Latin America should apply to the Humanities and Western Civilization program, and all students are eligible to apply for a GTA position in the Program in Environmental Studies. Students in Russian/East European, East Asian, Latin American, and African history should apply to the appropriate KU Area Studies centers for FLAS fellowships and teaching appointments. Graduate students who have compelling reasons to apply solely for Department funding should discuss their situations with the Director of Graduate Studies.

**Teaching Development**
The Department of History and the University offer GTAs a wide range of opportunities to enhance their instructional skills and to learn about higher education pedagogy. By taking advantage of workshops and discussions related to teaching, GTAs can make their workload more manageable, they can craft a pedagogical philosophy and teaching portfolio, and they can demonstrate their commitment to high-quality teaching to future employers.

**GTA Orientations**
Before GTAs enter the classroom for the first time, they are required to attend the University GTA orientations, scheduled a week before the beginning of fall classes. The date of the orientation is listed on the contract GTAs sign upon admission to the program. The Provost's office has the authority to cancel the contracts of GTA appointees who miss the orientation. The Department also schedules its own orientation for GTAs at the beginning of the academic year, and all GTAs are required to attend. This orientation will outline expectations of graduate students and provide an introduction to the work of a GTA, as well as general training required for the appointment.

**Center for Teaching Excellence**
The Center for Teaching Excellence (CTE) ([http://cte.ku.edu/](http://cte.ku.edu/)) is a University office dedicated to assisting instructors, including GTAs, in developing effective instructional techniques. The expert staff of CTE can introduce instructors to the pedagogical technology available at the University, and help instructors develop new approaches to teaching. CTE specialists work with instructors individually, and also offer a diverse array of workshops and discussions. They also can guide instructors to useful scholarly literature on the subject of college teaching and learning. CTE is located at 135 Budig Hall, telephone 785-864-4199; email cte@ku.edu.

**Additional Resources**
- Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) ([http://humanresources.ku.edu/sites/humanresources.ku.edu/files/docs/KU%20-%20AFT%20GTAs.pdf](http://humanresources.ku.edu/sites/humanresources.ku.edu/files/docs/KU%20-%20AFT%20GTAs.pdf))
  All GTA/GRA appointments are governed by the MOA between the University of Kansas, Lawrence, the Kansas Board of Regents, and the Kansas Association of Public Employees.
- GRA, GTA, and GA Appointments: General Guidelines and Eligibility ([http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/GRA-GTA-GA-guidelines-eligibility](http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/GRA-GTA-GA-guidelines-eligibility))
- HR’s Full List of GTA Benefits ([http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/benefits-for-GRAs-GTAs-GAs](http://policy.ku.edu/graduate-studies/benefits-for-GRAs-GTAs-GAs))
- GTA/GRA/GA Health Insurance Information ([http://humanresources.ku.edu/graduate-student-health-insurance](http://humanresources.ku.edu/graduate-student-health-insurance))
- HR/Pay System ([https://hr.ku.edu/psp/hrprd/?cmd=login&languageCd=ENG&](https://hr.ku.edu/psp/hrprd/?cmd=login&languageCd=ENG&))
  GTA/GRA/GA paychecks are available to view in HR/Pay the Monday before a pay day. If using the system for the first time, the system will need to register the login and then go through an update before any information is accessible. Wait a few hours and then log in again. The system has registered you as a user when the main home page menu shows the Self Service option. Navigate to Self Service ➔ View Paychecks. Current deductions and direct deposit information may also be viewed and updated via the HR/Pay system.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The University of Kansas offers graduate students a wide variety of opportunities for professional development outside of the classroom. Most graduate students discover that extracurricular opportunities are just as significant in their formation of professional personae as required coursework. Savvy graduate students make time in their schedules to attend workshops, presentations, lectures, and conferences, and to participate in the life of the university as members of committees and task forces. In addition to gaining valuable experience, graduate students can have a significant impact on their program and the larger academic community. The "Professionalization Agenda" in the Appendix (pp. 37-38) describes a variety of activities that graduate students should try to experience during their time at KU.

Service Opportunities
The History Graduate Student Organization (HGSO)(http://history.ku.edu/graduate-student-resources) has officers and committees serving in a variety of roles. It is open to all graduate students in the Department. Graduate students are also integrated into the governance structure of the Department, as described in the Department's by-laws. Graduate students serve on most Department committees, and HGSO nominates students for positions on Department committees, and the Chair makes the appointments.

The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and the University occasionally appoint graduate students to standing and ad hoc committees. Because graduate students are appointed upon the recommendation of professors, particularly the Department Chair and the Director of Graduate Studies, interested students should let faculty members know of their willingness to serve.

Intellectual Enrichment
Each year, the Department hosts a number of guest lectures by visiting scholars. Some of these visitors are candidates for faculty positions in the Department. Graduate students are encouraged to attend these lectures, as well as the receptions that follow. In some cases, the guest scholars may also hold informal discussions with graduate students and faculty. By attending these events, graduate students not only gain knowledge about the discipline of history, but also may develop invaluable contacts for their future careers.

HGSO frequently organizes workshops to inform students about aspects of professional development, often in conjunction with the Graduate Office. In addition, it hosts occasional "town meetings" with the Director of Graduate Studies and the Department Chair. The graduate students in the Department, through HGSO, have organized a discussion/support group for dissertation writers. More information on these events can be gained from HGSO.

The Hall Center for the Humanities (http://hallcenter.ku.edu/) also hosts dozens of visiting scholars each year; graduate students are welcome to attend their presentations. In addition, the Hall Center hosts a number of seminars organized around a variety of topics. Graduate students are welcome to join these groups, and, as they progress in their research, to present papers there.

Many of the interdisciplinary study centers and programs offer lectures, workshops, and conferences of interest to historians. Depending of their areas of interest, graduate students in History may wish to get themselves on the mailing lists for the Kansas African Studies Center (KASC), American Studies, the Center for East Asian Studies (CEAS), the Program in Environmental Studies, Humanities and Western Civilization (HWC), the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies (LASC), Religious Studies, Russian and East European Studies (REES), and Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies (WGSS).

The Anschutz, Watson, and Spencer Research Libraries at the University of Kansas offer internationally acclaimed resources for scholars in the humanities. The libraries also boast exceptionally competent staff members, several of whom are trained in History in addition to Library and Information Science. The library staff is eager to consult with graduate students and to assist them in locating the resources they need for their work.

Financial Assistance for Professional Development
Most graduate students find that they need additional funds in order to complete the goals they have outlined for their graduate school careers. They often need to travel to archives, libraries, and conferences; occasionally they need to purchase materials; sometimes they need time free from teaching responsibilities to travel or to write. Because GTA stipends are not designed to cover these additional expenses, graduate students need to seek out additional sources of funding. The Department of History, the Office of Graduate Studies, and other units at the University of Kansas have some limited moneys available for this purpose, but graduate students should expect to obtain funding for these purposes primarily from external sources.
The Hall Center for the Humanities is an excellent resource for students soliciting external funding, and it compiles information on a wide variety of funding opportunities from external sources. In addition, the Hall Center offers workshops specifically for graduate students in the humanities on how to construct successful grant applications, and they can provide private consultations. Contact them via email: hgdo@ku.edu, or check their website: www.hallcenter.ku.edu.

**Department of History Grants and Scholarships**
The Graduate Committee oversees the process of nominating Department graduate students for Departmental and University-wide grants, scholarships, fellowships, and prizes.

The Department of History has a number of small endowments dedicated to assisting graduate students in their professional development. Most endowments specify a particular type of recipient, for example, one studying Latin American history, or one at the dissertation stage. Some of these accounts provide funds directly to students. Others are set up as scholarships that pay students’ tuition and fees, with any surplus refunded to the prizewinner. Each year in the Spring, the Graduate Office circulates a list of the grants and scholarships available to graduate students and the Graduate Committee reviews nominations for the awards.

The Department tries to maintain a small budget for graduate students to travel to academic conferences where they are presenting academic papers. Each year, students may apply for up to $300 in travel support, and the funds are appropriated in the order in which applications are received. The application form is available online: [http://history.ku.edu/sites/history.drupal.ku.edu/files/docs/FY%2015%20Travel%20Application.docx](http://history.ku.edu/sites/history.drupal.ku.edu/files/docs/FY%2015%20Travel%20Application.docx).

**University-Wide Grants, Scholarships, and Fellowships**
The Office of Graduate Studies administers a variety of fellowships, scholarships, and grants earmarked for graduate students. Some of these grants are large enough to pay for tuition and fees for an entire academic year or more; others consist of just a small sum of money. Most awards are designated to assist graduate students in accomplishing their research, although some may be used for pre-dissertation training or for travel to academic conferences. The number of awards varies each year. The Office of Graduate Studies adds additional grant competitions as resources permit, so graduate students should monitor their funding website [http://graduate.ku.edu/ku-funding](http://graduate.ku.edu/ku-funding) for announcements.

The Office of Graduate Studies establishes the application process for these awards, the criteria for selection, and the deadlines. In most cases, OGS expects the departments to nominate a limited number of potential recipients. As the Department of History learns of available funding it publicizes this information to the graduate students and the faculty via email. Based on the Office of Graduate Studies’ deadlines, the Graduate Office will establish its own deadline for graduate students to submit their applications to the Graduate Committee. The Graduate Committee will then select the applications to be sent forward. The Department's nominees may be asked to revise their applications in order to enhance their chances of success.

Some of the Office of Graduate Studies’ awards of interest to History graduate students are:

- **Graduate Scholarly Presentation Travel Fund** – Graduate students who are scheduled to present original papers at conference outside of the state of Kansas may apply to the Office of Graduate Studies for a travel subsidy. The maximum award during the student's career at KU is $500. More information and the application form are available on the Office of Graduate Studies’ [Graduate Scholarly Presentation Travel Fund web page](http://graduate.ku.edu/graduate-scholarly-presentation-travel-fund).

- **UNIVERSITY GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP (?) Dissertation Fellowship** – This one-year award includes a stipend and payment of tuition and fees. Fellowship nominees must submit a well-developed dissertation proposal with the nomination. Nominees will be expected to have satisfactorily completed all requirements for candidacy including the comprehensive examinations by the start of the fall semester.

- **The Harry S. Truman Good Neighbor Awards: Jerry Smith Scholarship for International Studies and Eddie Jacobsen Memorial Foundation Scholarship** – The Harry S. Truman Good Neighbor Award Foundation has invited the University to screen nominations for the Jerry Smith Scholarship for International Studies and the Eddie Jacobsen Memorial Foundation Scholarship, which the Foundation awards each May. Applicants must be KU students pursuing courses of study in the general areas of international relations and diplomacy. The Foundation places special emphasis on conflict resolution.

- **Dwight Eisenhower/Clifford Roberts Graduate Fellowship** – The Eisenhower World Affairs Institute has invited the University of Kansas to screen nominations for the Dwight Eisenhower/Clifford Roberts Graduate Fellowships, which the Institute awards in late April. The awards assist young scholars of exceptional leadership who are pursuing the doctoral degree in such areas as government, history, economics, business administration, and international affairs.
Applicants should be at the point of preparing their dissertations. Research topics relating directly to President Eisenhower, the Eisenhower Administration, and issues of major concern to him will command special attention. The Hall Center for the Humanities also supports graduate student research and professional development. Some of the Hall Center for the Humanities’ (http://www.hallcenter.ku.edu/~hallcenter/grants/grad_support/index.shtml) awards of greatest interest to History students are:

- **Andrew Debicki International Travel Award in the Humanities**: Provides one KU humanities graduate student with travel support for dissertation research outside the United States.
- **Jim Martin Travel Award in the Humanities**: Provides one KU humanities graduate student with travel support for dissertation research in the United States.
- **Richard and Jeannette Sias Graduate Fellowship in the Humanities**: Provides KU humanities graduate students with one semester of financial support to focus entirely on the dissertation; residency at the Hall Center is required.
- **Graduate Summer Research Awards**: Provide graduate students engaged in humanistic dissertation research and writing the opportunity to focus exclusively on their projects for the months of June and July.
- **Humanities Summer Graduate Internship**: Supports PhD or MA students who demonstrate the ability to make outstanding contributions in their chosen humanities or social science disciplines and are interested in both interdisciplinary studies and community outreach.

**Career Placement**

Professional historians can pursue a variety of careers. Some aspire to positions in teaching; others in museums, archives, research institutions, and government. Because job opportunities are always uncertain, graduate students are advised to consider more than one career track for the future. Through discussions with faculty, visitors to the campus, fellow graduate students, and colleagues from other institutions, students can become aware of the options and figure out which ones are most appealing for them.

Notices of academic job openings may be found in *Perspectives*, the newsletter of the American Historical Association, as well as in *The Chronicle of Higher Education*, and in many association newsletters. In addition, job openings are listed on the internet, particularly on H-Net (http://www.h-net.org) and the AHA site (https://www.historians.org). When the department receives mailings concerning openings, they are posted on the bulletin board outside the Graduate Office. Because the Chair, the Director of Graduate Studies, and many faculty are contacted directly by prospective employers, job-seekers might wish to let them know of their interest in finding positions.

The Director of Graduate Studies helps graduate students to locate suitable employment. Each fall, the Department offers workshops on techniques for job interviewing, dossier preparation, and other job-seeking skills. In addition, the Director of Graduate Studies and members of the faculty assist graduate students on the job market in setting up individual mock interviews and mock job talks, so they are practiced before the actual interviews. Many faculty and graduates of the Department are willing to scrutinize drafts of applications materials for job-seeking students, to counsel them on the etiquette of interviews, and to help them shape their professional profile.

Because most students end up applying for dozens of positions, they find it convenient to set up a file with an external dossier service that manages a credential file containing confidential letters of recommendation, which the organization will send out, for a modest fee, to prospective employers as applicants direct. The two most frequently used services are Interfolio (http://www.interfolio.com), a for-profit dossier management company, and Vitae (https://chroniclevitae.com), a free service of the Chronicle of Higher Education.
APPENDIX:

Navigating the University: Key Offices at KU

Your unit’s Director of Graduate Studies, Graduate Advisor, or Graduate Coordinator/Administrator is your first stop for any questions related to graduate study or requirements. If you would like to research an issue in advance of speaking with your department or if you still have questions, the following offices can provide assistance:

**College Office of Graduate Affairs (COGA) ([http://college.ku.edu/coga](http://college.ku.edu/coga))**

COGA oversees graduate affairs and administers University policy for programs within the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. The COGA website contains comprehensive information on requirements and processes pertaining to graduate education at KU. Most common questions can be answered with the information provided there, including questions regarding enrollment changes or forms ([http://college.ku.edu/coga/enrollment/changes](http://college.ku.edu/coga/enrollment/changes)), University policies regarding exams ([http://college.ku.edu/coga/degree/exams](http://college.ku.edu/coga/degree/exams)) and committee requirements, and University graduation requirements ([http://college.ku.edu/coga/graduation](http://college.ku.edu/coga/graduation)). The College of Liberal Arts & Sciences' Master’s Hooding Ceremony ([http://college.ku.edu/coga/graduation/ceremonies](http://college.ku.edu/coga/graduation/ceremonies)) is coordinated by COGA.

COGA reviews all student petitions of University and College policy, issuing decisions on behalf of the College or referring as required to a faculty committee and/or the Office of Graduate Studies. The more common student petitions relate to Enrollment ([http://college.ku.edu/coga/enrollment/changes](http://college.ku.edu/coga/enrollment/changes)), Leave of Absence ([http://college.ku.edu/coga/degree/leave](http://college.ku.edu/coga/degree/leave)), and Time Limit Extensions ([http://college.ku.edu/coga/degree/time](http://college.ku.edu/coga/degree/time)).

COGA is a resource if you have questions about petitions or graduation requirements that your department is unable to answer. Refer to the COGA website for current staff contact information.

**Office of Graduate Studies ([http://graduate.ku.edu/](http://graduate.ku.edu/))**

Graduate Studies is the office of the Dean of Graduate Studies at KU. The Executive Council of Graduate Studies sets policies and regulations governing graduate study, and offers various programs for graduate students throughout the year. While COGA should be your first stop for any questions your department cannot answer, you may be referred to Graduate Studies for certain matters, especially for questions about GTA/GRA/GA appointments and policies ([http://graduate.ku.edu/appointment-information-graduate-teaching-assistants](http://graduate.ku.edu/appointment-information-graduate-teaching-assistants)). The University's Doctoral Hooding Ceremony ([http://graduate.ku.edu/doctoral-hooding-ceremony](http://graduate.ku.edu/doctoral-hooding-ceremony)) is coordinated by Graduate Studies.

**Graduate Admissions ([http://graduate.ku.edu/prospective-students](http://graduate.ku.edu/prospective-students))** (Within the Office of Graduate Studies)

Contact Graduate Admissions for questions regarding, KU Online Application for Graduate Study, ADMIT system / Prospect, English proficiency requirements, and official transcripts.

**Office of the Registrar (OUR) ([http://registrar.ku.edu/](http://registrar.ku.edu/))**

Contact OUR for questions related to enrollment (if the question cannot be resolved via the enrollment changes link provided above under COGA), tuition, campus fees, the Academic Calendar, and fee petitions.

**Financial Aid ([http://affordability.ku.edu/financialaid/](http://affordability.ku.edu/financialaid/))**

Contact Financial Aid for questions related to the disbursement of scholarships, fellowship award, loans, and FAFSA.

**International Student Services (ISS) ([http://iss.ku.edu/](http://iss.ku.edu/))**

Contact ISS for questions related to international students, including enrollment requirements, international student insurance, obtaining a social security card, I-20 questions, and any issue related to student visas. While other offices on campus such as the AEC, Human Resources, or the Registrar may also handle related matters, because the students’ legal status in the country may be affected, it is recommended that students contact ISS first.

**Center for Teaching Excellence (CTE) ([http://cte.ku.edu/](http://cte.ku.edu/))**

The Center for Teaching Excellence (CTE) is a University office dedicated to assisting instructors, including GTAs, to develop effective instructional techniques. The expert staff of CTE can introduce instructors to the pedagogical technology available at the University and help instructors develop new approaches to teaching. CTE specialists work with instructors individually, and also offer a diverse array of workshops and discussions. They also can guide instructors to useful scholarly literature on the subject of college teaching and learning.
Program of Study Declaration

From the Graduate Handbook:
“Each student’s curricular program should be determined by individual interest and a scholarly rationale, and the program should be developed in close consultation with the advisor. During the second semester of the first year of graduate study at KU, students and their advisors will draft a plan for the subsequent three semesters of classes as well as recruit an additional two members of the faculty with whom the student plans to work closely. This advisory committee is expected to direct future coursework and lay the groundwork for the portfolio exam. Students will be expected to frame a program of study that includes at least two classes covering a second geographical area of study or two methods courses that will help to build a competency in a complementary discipline.

“Each first-year student will submit a written plan to the Graduate Committee by 15 March of the spring semester following their admission to the graduate program. This formulation of a research program represents the first stage in the preparation of the professional portfolio, and permits the student to develop a team of mentors who will contribute materially to the course of study.”

Student: ____________________________________ Date: ______________________________________

Advisory Committee:
Primary Advisor ____________________________
Member 2 ____________________________
Member 3 ____________________________
Member 4 ____________________________

Program of Study: Please describe the areas of history with which you intend to engage in coursework and research. You should consider the geographical, thematic, and chronological fields of study that will orient your graduate career. Attach a one-page description of how these research interests fit together. You should think of this framework in terms of drafting the Professional Essay for the portfolio exam, in other words, of laying the groundwork for engaging in a discussion of your place as a scholar.

Geographical ____________________________
Thematic ____________________________
Chronological ____________________________
Outside* ____________________________

*Another discipline or geographical area of study, generally, in which you intend to pursue coursework

Here is a brief description of the Professional Essay from the Graduate Handbook.

“The essay should identify the fields the candidate has chosen to pursue in colloquia and seminars and explain the rationale for those choices as well as how the candidate’s thinking about them changed with professional growth. It should identify the leading issues confronting the student’s fields today, the “big questions” that the field is debating, and the kinds of research and evidence gathering that dominate current research. The candidate should indicate where he or she stands on those questions and venture appraisals or criticism of key works in the field. Overall, the candidate should demonstrate a firm knowledge of what the most influential works and interpretations have been in the field.”

Please return completed forms by March 15, to the Graduate Program Administrator, Wescoe 3650-C
Guidelines for HIST 800: Readings in ________

Statement of principle on graduate readings courses:

Graduate-level readings courses provide graduate students (typically more advanced students) with the opportunity to work closely with a faculty member in directed and intensive reading, examining either a broad historiographical area or more specific theme, region, period, and/or methodology. In some cases, they provide a chance to examine issues vital to a student’s development as a scholar for which there are no regularly taught graduate colloquia, or to interact with faculty members with whom a student might not otherwise have the chance to work closely. They can be especially valuable for addressing specialized topics, filling gaps in departmental course coverage, and helping to provide meaningful curricula for fields with a small number of students.

Readings courses cannot substitute for the intensive group interaction and professionalization involved in regular colloquia, and they also involve a large and poorly compensated investment of faculty time. They should be a limited part of any student’s curriculum—comprising no more than two courses during a student’s graduate training. Students may petition the Graduate Committee for a waiver of the two-course limit.

Recommended parameters for readings courses:

- Students should register for three credit hours, with a workload resembling a regular colloquium.
- There should be at least one hour of faculty-student interaction and discussion for every two weeks of work, with an expected ten to fifteen hours of total contact during a normal semester. When possible, students are encouraged to form reading groups of two or three students within these same parameters.
- Twenty to thirty books and articles is an appropriate reading load for a typical readings course, depending on the length and complexity of works chosen.
- Readings courses are meant to be reading-, not writing-intensive. Recommended length for the final paper is approximately twenty pages (5000 to 6000 words) plus a bibliography of works read during the course. At an instructor’s discretion, a series of short essays may substitute for the final paper.

Requirements:

- The exact range of expectations regarding books and papers will be enumerated in a syllabus agreed upon by the student and faculty member, to be filed with the Director of Graduate Studies by the end of the first week of the semester.
- The final assignment should comprise a carefully documented, synthetic, analytical essay, which provides the basis for the course grade. Instructors will provide written feedback on this final essay, and a copy with the professor’s comments should be included in the professional portfolio.
Annual Progress Report

This form serves as an annual evaluation of your progress in the graduate program. Please complete all fields. Any questions can be directed to the Graduate Program Administrator.

A. Student Profile

Name: *
Email address: *
Mailing address: *

If your summer address is different from your school address, please note.

Please list the geographical, thematic, and chronological focus of your program of study:

Primary advisor: *
Advisor's email address: *
Second reader:
Teaching mentor:

Most Recent Consultation or Next Scheduled Consultation with your advisor: *
Month
Day
Year

Please upload a copy of your most recent CV here: *

B. Progress Toward Degree

Current status in program: *
Please click the drop-down tab below that corresponds with your current status in the program and complete the questions listed there.

Hide Pre-M.A.

Please complete if you are working towards the MA degree.

Current GPA: 
HIST 805:
Completed
Have you completed at least two research seminars? If yes, please list them

Please include the name of the seminars and the title of the paper for each seminar

How many hours, including the current semester, have you completed towards your degree?

You must complete at least 30 hours to earn the M.A.

Have you ever petitioned the Graduate Committee successfully for course credit transfer? If yes, which courses and from what institution(s)?

Have you completed the foreign language proficiency certification?

Yes

No

Is your foreign language proficiency certificate on file with the Department?
Portfolio committee members: ____________________________
Please outline in detail the work towards your dissertation prospectus and professional essay that has been completed to date:

Have you received timely feedback from your advisor? Please specify:

Anticipated date of portfolio exam: ____________________________

Please fill out if you are completing your dissertation.

Date of portfolio exam: ____________________________
Have you maintained continuous enrollment since your portfolio exam? If no, please explain:

Title of dissertation: ____________________________

Dissertation defense committee members: ____________________________
Please outline in detail the research, writing, or other work toward your dissertation that has been completed to date:

Have you received timely feedback from your advisor? Please specify:

Please provide detailed information on the expected steps toward completion, including the various stages of research, drafts, revisions, and final submissions:

Anticipated date of dissertation defense: ____________________________

C. Teaching
Are you currently a GTA in the History Department? *

☐ Yes
☐ No
If yes, please list the class/es and professor/s you currently TA for:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class/es</th>
<th>Professor/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please list the number of semesters you have served as a GTA in the History Department: *

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No

Will you need a GTA position in the coming academic year? *

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No

If you are a fellowship holder, please specify:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fellowship Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

If you are currently a GTA outside of the History Department, please specify:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GTA Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please list any other current employment relevant to your studies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employment Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

D. Professional Development

Please list all relevant activities for the past calendar year in the following fields:

**Presentations:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Publications:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Funding Proposals:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposal Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please include both successful and unsuccessful proposals and their current status.

**Service provided to the Department and the University:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Awards:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY FOREIGN LANGUAGE CERTIFICATION FORM

Name ______________________________________ Date ___________________

Major field _________________________________ Advisor ________________

Minor fields ____________________________ ______________________________

Prospective dissertation area ______________________________________________

Foreign language to be certified ____________________________________________

Primary research language? (y/n) __________

For language used in primary research:

Skills needed: reading _____ writing _____ speaking _____ paleography _____

Competence demonstrated through:

_____ Native speaker status.

_____ Coursework through intermediate (2nd year) level, with use in a graduate
    seminar or colloquium paper (submit transcript and paper).

_____ Coursework through advanced (3rd year) level (submit transcript).

_____ Test of language skill (submit report).

For language used intermittently:

_____ Native speaker status.

_____ Coursework (submit transcript).

_____ Test of reading skill (submit report).

_____ Graduate reading knowledge course (submit transcript).

Approved (signatures):

Advisor __________________________ Director of Graduate Studies ________________
## COURSEWORK MATRIX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Fall</th>
<th>HIST 805</th>
<th>Colloquium</th>
<th>Colloquium or language course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td></td>
<td>Colloquium</td>
<td>Colloquium or language course</td>
<td>Colloquium or Research seminar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td></td>
<td>No enrollment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Colloquium</td>
<td>Research seminar</td>
<td>Colloquium or language course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>MA Exam</strong></td>
<td>Research seminar</td>
<td>Colloquium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td></td>
<td>No enrollment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 3</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Portfolio preparation (9 hours)</td>
<td><strong>Portfolio Exam</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td></td>
<td>Doctoral Dissertation (9 hours)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 hour, Doctoral Dissertation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years 4-6</td>
<td>Fall/Spring/Summer</td>
<td>1 hour, Doctoral Dissertation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PROGRESS GRID

This timetable provides graduate students with advice on how to complete the PhD degree within six years. It is not a substitute for regular consultation between graduate students and their faculty advisors.

- First year:
  - HIST 805: Nature of History (Fall)
  - Minimum GPA in graduate and language courses of 3.5
  - No pending Incompletes
  - By 15 March, students and their advisory committees will approve a program of study for subsequent years
  - Proficiency demonstrated in the primary research language
  - Eighteen credit hours towards degree completed by end of Spring

- Second year:
  - GPA 3.5 overall/3.7 in History courses
  - No pending Incompletes
  - Two research seminars completed
  - Twenty-seven credit hours towards degree completed by end of Fall semester
  - MA Exam in Spring semester

- Third year:
  - Portfolio Exam in Fall semester
  - GPA 3.5 overall/3.7 in History courses
  - No pending Incompletes
  - Certification in second research language (if required)

- Fourth-Sixth years:
  - Enrollment maintained
  - Progress on dissertation (*see below)

*Progress on the dissertation is demonstrated by the following accomplishments; the order may vary:
- Applications for external funding for research
- Applications for external funding for dissertation write-up
- Research travel accomplished
- Scholarly presentations and/or publications based on dissertation topic
- Chapters submitted to committee
PROFESSIONALIZATION AGENDA

In addition to completing the formal requirements for the PhD, graduate students also need to develop a professional profile that will position them to succeed after graduation. This timetable lets you know what sorts of things you should be doing, along with degree requirements, and when you should do them.

First Year (+ summer):
- Begin to think about career options, including both a first and a second choice
- Begin following academic journals in your field
- Begin to attend lectures, seminars, workshops, job talks
- Attend an academic conference
- Read the central books/articles in your field and major theoretical works
- Begin to acquire a library of essential books in your field
- Upgrade your command of your primary research language
- Write your C.V.
- Attend CTE teaching workshops
- Attend a Hall Center grant-writing workshop
- Become acquainted with department faculty
- Find peer mentors among more senior graduate students
- Acquire a professional outfit

Second Year (+ summer):
- Choose a dissertation topic and begin to prepare professional portfolio
- Familiarize yourself with archives and libraries in your area
- Join professional associations
- Apply for a pre-dissertation research grant
- Read to fill out gaps in your command of the historiography
- Take a position in HGSO
- Start compiling a teaching portfolio
- Deliver a guest lecture in a course
- Further upgrade primary research language competence (speaking and writing)
- Do a preliminary research trip in the summer using departmental funding

Third Year (+ summer)
- Present a paper (based on a seminar paper) at a regional conference
- Upgrade research skills (e.g. paleography, statistical methods)
- Attend a national academic conference
- Consult established scholars in your field outside KU, and ask them if they will recommend you
- Apply for external dissertation research grants
- Begin to network with established scholars and graduate students in your area
- Begin to develop your teaching profile--a variety of courses and classroom settings
- Mentor undergraduates
- Take a position on a department committee

Fourth Year (+ summer)
- Travel to archives and libraries for intensive research
- Apply for external dissertation write-up grants
- Submit a research article to a refereed journal
- Publish a book review, encyclopedia article, abstract, or translation
- Present a paper at a national academic conference
- Give a presentation to a public audience or K-12
- Read job ads closely; follow department searches closely
- Prepare job application materials in summer: cover letter, teaching portfolio, dissertation abstract, revised C.V. and ask faculty to review them
- Arrange for letters of recommendation, including from non-KU scholars
Fifth Year

- Apply for jobs and for post-doctoral fellowships
- Practice mock interviews
- Continue to network with established scholars and fellow students
- Submit another research article for publication
- Present another paper at a major conference
- Dream about future research projects
- Join a dissertation writing support/discussion group
- Mentor more junior graduate students
- Take a position on a department or university committee
- Acquire a professional wardrobe

Sixth Year

- Draft final dissertation chapters, begin revisions
- Continue to network with established scholars and fellow students
- Submit a dissertation-based research article for publication
- Maintain participation in dissertation writing group
- Apply for jobs
- Interview for jobs
- Defend the dissertation
PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO EVALUATION RUBRICS

The following forms are designed to guide students as they prepare the materials for the required research seminars and for the Professional Portfolio. Students are advised to consult these rubrics and discuss them with the faculty on their committee in advance of the examination.

A. RESEARCH PAPER 1 & 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beyond expectations</th>
<th>Meets Expectations</th>
<th>Below Expectations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extraordinary quality of the paper makes it worthy of an award.</td>
<td>Professional-quality paper, suitable for consideration for publication in a scholarly journal</td>
<td>Paper not suitable for consideration for publication in a scholarly journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper addresses a topic of major significance to its historical field.</td>
<td>Paper addresses a significant topic.</td>
<td>Paper does not clearly demonstrate that it addresses a significant topic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper offers a major original insight into that topic.</td>
<td>Paper offers an original insight into that topic.</td>
<td>Paper is largely descriptive, and does not offer an original insight into that topic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper’s source base consists of new or little-studied primary sources in the original language.</td>
<td>Paper’s source base consists of primary sources in the original language.</td>
<td>Paper’s source base has few, or no, primary sources in the original language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper makes a significantly new contribution to the historiography in the secondary literature.</td>
<td>Paper is integrated into the historiographical context of the secondary literature.</td>
<td>Paper is not clearly integrated into the historiographical context of the secondary literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptionally thorough scholarly apparatus (usually footnotes/endnotes).</td>
<td>Full scholarly apparatus (usually footnotes/endnotes).</td>
<td>Incomplete or missing scholarly apparatus (usually footnotes/endnotes).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unusually graceful and clear writing style.</td>
<td>Accurate and graceful prose style</td>
<td>Numerous typographical errors and/or writing style not graceful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper length is 20-60 pages.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper length is less than 20 pages long.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The analysis of historical problems is unusually effective and convincing.</td>
<td>Paper analyzes historical problems effectively and convincingly.</td>
<td>Paper does not analyze historical problems effectively and convincingly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments:
## B. DISSERTATION PROSPECTUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beyond expectations</th>
<th>Meets Expectations</th>
<th>Below Expectations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exceptionally strong background and skills for the proposed dissertation</td>
<td>Student has the necessary background and skills for the proposed dissertation.</td>
<td>Weak or insufficient background and skills for the proposed dissertation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospectus demonstrates that proposed project will make an unusually important or original contribution to historical knowledge.</td>
<td>Prospectus demonstrates that proposed project will make a significant and original contribution to historical knowledge.</td>
<td>Does not make sufficiently clear the project's contribution to historical knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospectus is exceptionally clear about its research topic and what questions and problems the work proposes to address and answer.</td>
<td>Prospectus clearly states the topic of the proposed research and what questions and problems the work proposes to address and answer.</td>
<td>Prospectus does not state sufficiently clearly the topic of the proposed research and what questions and problems the work proposes to address and answer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makes an unusually strong case for how the proposed work develops, challenges, or departs from past research.</td>
<td>Makes clear how the proposed work develops, challenges, or departs from past research.</td>
<td>Does not make sufficiently clear how the proposed work develops, challenges, or departs from past research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrates student’s extraordinary command of the historiography and the present state of the field.</td>
<td>Demonstrates that the student has a sufficient and critical command of the historiography and the present state of the field.</td>
<td>Does not demonstrate sufficient and critical command of the historiography and the present state of the field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrates an exceptional command of languages, methodologies, and theories to be used.</td>
<td>Makes clear the languages, methodologies, and theories to be used.</td>
<td>Does not make sufficiently clear the languages, methodologies, and theories to be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovery of new or little-known sources to be used.</td>
<td>Identifies the sources to be used and their locations.</td>
<td>Does not adequately identify sources to be used and their locations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline of chapters provides an exceptionally clear sense of the work's overall plan and structure.</td>
<td>Outline of chapters provides some sense of the work's overall plan and structure.</td>
<td>Outline of chapters does not provide a clear sense of the work's overall plan and structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides an unusually clear schedule of time to complete the various aspects of research, travel to collections, writing, and revision.</td>
<td>Tentative schedule in the prospectus estimates how much time the various aspects of research, travel to collections, writing, and revision will take.</td>
<td>Unclear or unrealistic schedule of various aspects of research, travel to collections, writing, and revisions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments:**
## C. PROFESSIONAL ESSAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beyond Expectations</th>
<th>Meets Expectations</th>
<th>Below Expectations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Essay offers an exceptionally good discussion of the choice of fields and how the candidate’s thinking about them changed with professional growth.</td>
<td>Essay explains the choice of fields and how the candidate’s thinking about them changed with professional growth.</td>
<td>Essay does not offer sufficient explanation for the choice of fields and how the candidate’s thinking about them changed with professional growth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essay does an admirable job of identifying the leading issues confronting particularly the major field today, the “big questions” that the field is debating, and the kinds of research and evidence gathering that dominate current research.</td>
<td>Essay identifies the leading issues confronting particularly the major field today, the “big questions” that the field is debating, and the kinds of research and evidence gathering that dominate current research.</td>
<td>Essay does not identify sufficiently well the leading issues confronting particularly the major field today, the “big questions” that the field is debating, and the kinds of research and evidence gathering that dominate current research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essay offers an exceptional discussion of where the candidate stands on the big questions in the field.</td>
<td>Essay indicates where the candidate stands on the big questions in the field.</td>
<td>Essay does not indicate sufficiently clearly where the candidate stands on the big questions in the field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essay ventures highly original appraisals or criticism of key works in the field.</td>
<td>Essay ventures appraisals or criticism of key works in the field.</td>
<td>Essay does not venture appraisals or criticism of key works in the field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essay presents an exceptionally compelling discussion of the candidate’s long-term ambitions as a historical scholar.</td>
<td>Essay presents a concise discussion of the candidate’s long-term ambitions as a historical scholar.</td>
<td>Essay does not present an adequate discussion of the candidate’s long-term ambitions as a historical scholar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essay offers an unusually lucid overview of the fields that the candidate has been studying.</td>
<td>Essay offers an overview of the fields that the candidate has been studying.</td>
<td>Essay offers an inadequate overview of the fields that the candidate has been studying.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essay offers an impressive scholarly assessment of the status, direction, and needs of the fields studied.</td>
<td>Essay offers a scholarly assessment of the status, direction, and needs of the field studied by the candidate.</td>
<td>Essay is autobiographical, casual, or informal in tone, more of a “personal statement.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essay makes an unusually compelling case for the value of the fields studied.</td>
<td>Essay makes a case for the value of the fields studied.</td>
<td>Essay does not make a sufficiently strong case for the value of the fields studied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essay represents exceptional writing for a graduate student.</td>
<td>Essay represents the candidate’s best writing.</td>
<td>Essay does not represent the candidate’s best writing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments:**

- Essay is 20 to 25 pages long.
- Essay is less than 20 pages long.
## D. THE ORAL EXAMINATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beyond expectations</th>
<th>Meets Expectations</th>
<th>Below Expectations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extraordinary or unusually strong command of the field.</td>
<td>Demonstrates command of the field.</td>
<td>Weak or unacceptable command of the field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraordinary or unusually strong ability to define and</td>
<td>Demonstrates ability to define clearly and express coherently the state of the field.</td>
<td>Unable to define clearly and express coherently the state of the field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>express the state of the field.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptional ability to discuss questions and issues</td>
<td>Demonstrates overall ability to discuss questions and issues with faculty from a</td>
<td>Less than desirable ability to discuss issues with faculty from various fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with faculty from a variety of fields</td>
<td>variety of fields</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptionally professional performance during the</td>
<td>Overall performance during the examination was professional.</td>
<td>Lack of professional or serious performance during the examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>examination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments:**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School: College of Liberal Arts &amp; Sciences</th>
<th>Department: History</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outstanding - 4</strong></td>
<td><strong>Very Good - 3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Introduction/Statement of the Problem</strong></td>
<td>Exceptionally clear about its research topic and what questions and problems it addresses and answers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thesis/Discussion</strong></td>
<td>Exceptionally clear or strong; thesis amply supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Historiography</strong></td>
<td>Exceptional command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology/Approach</strong></td>
<td>Exceptional command of languages, methodologies, and theories used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Sources</strong></td>
<td>Source base consists of new or little-studied primary sources, or innovative use of familiar sources, in the original language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factual Accuracy/Analysis/Interpretation</strong></td>
<td>Analysis and interpretation unusually effective and convincing; unusually accurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contribution to the Field</strong></td>
<td>Unusually important or original contribution to historical knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Writing/Argumentation</strong></td>
<td>Exceptionally clear, logical, beautiful, eloquent; excellent use of primary source evidence in argument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conclusion</strong></td>
<td>Unusually effective and convincing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall</strong></td>
<td>Extraordinary quality of the dissertation makes it worthy of an award</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>